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 Rosholme,,LA,,PA,,CA,,. Page 2 of 6,PA,,LA,. PAsolle,LA,. It is a trusted VOD service, so you can watch any of their
programming online, without going to the theater. But what if you want to watch a French-Language movie? If you live in the
UK, you can download any of the many movies (and shows) from online video serviceLovefilm, or you can purchase DVDs

through Netflix.com, and stream them through Amazon Instant Video, Vudu, Google Play Movies, and many other streaming
VODs. If you prefer to rent the movies from a Netflix, check out Netflix.com for a list of titles and pricing. Rentals are

generally $1.99. The New Releases section on Netflix.com usually only lists a few current titles per week, but you can check the
Previous Releases section to see what titles have been released in the past. Subscription rates vary depending on where you live

and what type of TV package you have. Movie rental prices are based on the number of DVDs in your package. Internet
connections that can support a Netflix account are usually less expensive, and they will provide more programming per month
than cable providers. If you have multiple Netflix accounts on your TV, it's important to make sure that each account is using a
different password. [ edit ] History [ edit ] In 1997, Netflix was founded by Marc Randolph, a technical executive at Netflix,
Inc., and entrepreneur Reed Hastings. The business started in a small Palo Alto office that Hastings rented for $15 per month
and grew into a multi-million-dollar company. Netflix was spun off from Sorenson Communications in December 1998, after
which Hastings and Randolph worked together to build a small, second company, Netflix, Inc., in order to protect the brand
name. [2] Netflix.com, created by Marc Randolph, launched on March 28, 1997. The site allowed viewers to use Netflix for

free, with plans to charge fees in the future.[3] Netflix was originally based in Palo Alto, California, and had 75,000 subscribers
by 1997.[4] In 1998, Hastings and Randolph moved to Los Gatos, California. Netflix.com was initially a directory that gave
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users a place to search for titles.[4] In 1999, Netflix began to enter into movie licensing agreements with studios.[4] In
December of that year, Hastings founded a new company, Netflix, Inc., and took on a 82157476af
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